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An Ill Wind: Coronavirus and its Impact on Multifamily

CoStar Insight: Coming Employment Slowdown Expected to Hit Renters of Affordable
Apartments First

Historically, multifamily rents rise from January to August, with March being a particular bright spot. This year, week-over-week rent
growth has gone negative, something not seen in previous years. (CoStar Advisory Services)

By Andrew Rybczynski
CoStar Advisory Services

March 19, 2020 |  03:23 P.M.

Most pronouncements on the effects of coronavirus on the U.S. multifamily market will say

that it’s still too early to know the full extent, and they should. Transaction pipelines work

themselves out slowly, data gathering takes time, and even complete tabulations don’t yield

understanding immediately.
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Though there are initial signs of a slowdown in real-time data for multifamily transactions, it

is too early to make that call with certainty. There may also be indications of a capitalization

rate spike related to a cut in the number of deals and a spike in yields for BBB-rated corporate

bonds. Underwriting assumptions made for multifamily properties a month ago likely need

reassessment, particularly regarding rent growth.

With that grounding in mind, we note some of the more immediate pain points that are

quickly emerging in the U.S. multifamily sector related to the coronavirus outbreak.

Multifamily demand correlates with job growth. Employment heavily in�uences CoStar’s

demand forecasts, with a .596 correlation since 2000 between the National Index change in

employment and the National Index change in Multifamily.

It follows that paying attention to that relationship makes a lot of sense. Employment tends

to feed household formation. As young people get jobs and move out of parent’s houses, or

individuals get better employment that allows them to leave behind roommates, they form

new households. That, in turn, feeds demand for housing, whether rental or owned.
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At this early stage, we can say with certainty that employment in leisure and hospitality will

suffer over the next few months. STR, CoStar’s hospitality data and analytics arm, has found

that considerable declines in U.S. bookings and revenue have already occurred, and

anticipates a further drop in the near future.

Some of the available �gures from STR are quite bleak, including a 66.1% decrease in revenue

per available room, week over week, in Seattle, one of the �rst places the coronavirus hit

hardest. Marriott’s move to furlough thousands of workers shows that the market is already

reacting.

  Read More CoStar News Coverage of the Coronavirus Outbreak  

Although this segment represents only 11% of total U.S. employment, over the past two years

it has driven about 15% of all job growth, and about 20% over the past four quarters. As a

cyclical industry, hospitality has set economic high water marks over the past two years. It

makes sense that leisure and hospitality drove outsized job growth, but job losses and

cutbacks in this sector greatly dampen prospects for future multifamily demand growth.

http://product.costar.com/home/news/shared/705627172
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Given the moves made by major hotel operators so far, it is reasonable to expect immediate

job losses in the near term. A back of the envelope calculation on what a no-growth scenario

for the hotel industry looks like justi�es a haircut on multifamily demand.

If growth goes to zero in hospitality employment, while retail continues to suffer and a very

modest 5% cut occurs across the rest of the U.S. employment sectors, demand growth

expectations at a national level for multifamily could be reduced by between 10% and 20%.

The reality on the job front could be worse, as sectors such as energy feel the impact as well.

Jobless claims for the week of March 14 saw a 33% increase from the previous week, a big rise,

though that is a notoriously noisy measure subject to revision. Next week’s �gures should be

closely watched as well.

There are two potential factors that could mitigate, or deepen, these issues for certain

markets. We know that West Coast markets have suffered the biggest downturns in hospitality

spending. However, it is likely that many markets will also see an impact. Disney World is

closed, and of course all of Orlando’s economy will suffer because of that.

Another important trend for multifamily investors to watch as we have been mentioning in

previous reports is the risk in high-growth areas with lower educational attainment levels. Las

Vegas and Orlando often are atop the list because of their reliance on tourism. Most

signi�cantly, in-migration to such markets tends to shut off in a downturn.
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Fortunately, the news on the multifamily front in these markets is not as bad as it could be.

Las Vegas, Orlando, New Orleans and Honolulu all stand out with unusually high shares of

employment dedicated to leisure and hospitality, but none has a particularly high level of

apartment units underway right now. Orlando is the most at-risk to diminished demand, with

roughly 5.5% of units as a share of inventory underway, but construction levels as a share of

inventory in the other three markets are all below 4%.

Nevertheless, given expectations for a deterioration in near-term labor conditions, even in

markets with relatively low shares of total employment in leisure and hospitality may see an

adverse impact on multifamily vacancy if a particularly high share of units as a percentage of

inventory are underway. Miami, Boston, and Nashville all qualify.

There are mitigating factors, however. One is the type of unit underway. The vast majority of

units under construction in the U.S. are being built to serve the 20% of American renters with

the highest household incomes.

Heading into the pandemic, such a development pipeline made perfect sense. Due to both

income growth during the current business cycle and preferences for city living fueling
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multifamily demand, the number of total renter households making more than $100,000 per

year grew by 3.1 million between 2010 and 2018. The number of renter households making

less than $100,000 actually shrank by 342,000 over the same time period.

Despite the increase in higher income renter households, the vast majority earn less than that

$100,000 �gure. Indeed, the majority still make less than $50,000.

This is particularly compelling data for investors, as we consider the effects the coronavirus is

already having on the hospitality industry. Leisure and hospitality workers make some of the

lowest wages of categories tracked by the U.S. Census. Median income for that group for 2018

was $17,225. Retail, the employment category we expect to be the next-worst affected, comes

in at $24,726.

This implies that the earliest hits to vacancy and rents may actually occur in lower quality

buildings, those rated 2 and 3 stars by CoStar. However, at this early stage as we don’t know

quite how long this impact on employment can or will play out.
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CoStar’s national daily rent series is beginning to re�ect a slowdown, attributable to either

landlord caution or reduced multifamily demand. Based on daily rent inputs from about

50,000 communities, many of which are high-end, rent growth has paused.

A slowdown in multifamily rent is particularly unusual for this time of year. Historically, we

see rents rise from January to August, with March as a particular bright spot. This year, week-

over-week rent growth has gone negative, something not seen in previous years. We will

closely monitor these readings but rent growth projections for this year should likely be

tempered.

Lowered demand for products and services will eventually impact head of�ces and ancillary

services as well as dampen expectations for growth. At that point we would expect to begin to

see vacancies affected in higher-quality 4- and 5-star rated apartments, and lower star-rating

vacancies hold somewhat steady (though elevated from current levels) as lower-income

households consolidate.

If, as Oxford Economics reported this week, we are already in a recession, this downturn is

starting out much different than the last one, where high-income employees in sectors like

�nance and insurance were hit very hard at the outset. As such, we do not expect either of the

past two recessions to provide more than general guidance on how multifamily will react to

this global pandemic.

Costar Advisory Services will continue to provide coverage on the risks and opportunities

across the other property types in the coming weeks. For a look at the impact on the of�ce

market click here.

Andrew Rybczynski is a managing consultant with CoStar Advisory Services in Boston. For

more information about ongoing research on this topic and the custom consulting work of

CoStar Advisory Services, please contact Michael Cohen.
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